
Joint D.S.-Tech. Cmte. Meeting Notes 2/1/19 

Present: Valerie Smith PAR, Mauro Magarelli MTO, Therese McClachrie RIV, Phillip Berg 
MAIN, Karen Andriolo BERNARDS, Corinne Bower MADISON, Karen Cerreta ROXBURY, Jim 
Davidson MAIN, Pierre Rosen ROC, Jan Perrier MNB, Gracey Osmun Palmer MMT, Nicholas 
Jackson PEQ, Sara Tomashski LINCOLN PARK, Carmela Haal DOVER, Amer Scwincki FLO, 
Parinda Desai DEN, Hebah Emara MONTVILLE, Lesley Karczewski CHESTER, Lyn Begraft 
LONG HILL, Amy Puskas WHIPPONONG, Rob Tambini RAN. 
 

● Welcome/Introduction 
○ Mauro welcomed everyone to the first joint meeting of the Digital Services & 

Technology Committee.  
● Meaning & Future of a Joint Meeting/Committee 

○ Lyn spoke about how the Board of Directors are reviewing different committees, 
the aspects, and functions of them. She remarked that both the Digital Services & 
Technology Committee have a lot of overlay and it seems more fruitful to make 
them one committee instead of two. In addition, if the committees were jointed, 
there would be more attendance and hopefully more people would find the 
meetings valuable.  

● MAIN Handbook 
○ Phillip stated that the MAIN Handbook of Services is now the the MAIN website. 

It is there if a Library needs to review what MAIN can or cannot do. In addition, it 
can be shared with a prospective Library, so they can see what MAIN offers. 

● Current MAIN Products & Services 
○ Bibliotheca Updates 

■ We are at the tail end of the integration 
● Some people has noticed any issue with Cloudlibrary and IOS. 

Jeanne stated that Cloudlibrary is aware of it. When a patron 
encounters an issue, try having them either log out and log back in 
or remove the app and redownload it. If that fails, put it a ticket.  

● API integration update 
○ Courtesy Card Policy Changes 

■ There are no more Purple Cards, except at MCL, 
now Libraries use their own Library Cards when 
issuing Courtesy Cards.  

■ Patrons w/non-standard patron barcodes: there is 
an issue with Open Borrowing patrons being unable 
to check out items from Cloudlibrary via the PAC. 
However, they are not able to access the items in 
the Cloudlibrary App. So, the item in a state of 
limbo, since it is checkout but the patron cannot 
access it.  

○ Recorded Books Updates 
■ Digital Comics have arrived: there are 90 titles, mostly Marvel comics.  
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● We will be monitoring the usage of the newly added comics to see 
we if need to add more or less and when it has hit it threshold of 
patron usage for that month.  

● We are working on trying to change the order of the comics 
display from fourth to second.  

■ If we asked, if anyone else additional RB products and Chester has an 
e-audiobook collection and Acorn 

■ Also, member Libraries can purchase e-magazines on their own and they 
will be available to everyone in MAIN 

■ RB Digital has a new interface 
■ RB also has a new Rep form our area. She is new to the company and 

area and have a learning curve. She succeeded someone who was the 
rep for a number of years. 

○ Tumblebooks 
■ Tumblebooks has removed the need to authenticate with a Library Card 

before access its content. It now offers quick and easy access to anyone 
who has the link. Jeanne will send out the new links for Tumblebooks to 
everyone. 

○ Gale Small Business Builder 
■ The subscription has been renewed, half of the subscription is being paid 

for by EDC. MAIN is continuing to partner with EDC/SCORE. SCORE is 
willing to offer free help with Gale Small Business Builder to any business 
and or entrepreneur in Morris County.  

● Training & Marketing 
○ It was suggested that now that MAIN has their new location, it can be used as a 

central location for training. Since, it was challenging to schedule and have 
people attend workshops at different libraries. Mauro suggested that we start 
training workshops at the MAIN office in April. MAIN staff with offer sessions and 
we will need other members to help as well.  

○ Phillip mentioned the idea of a MAIN Academy and did people find that useful? 
■ Yes 

○ Also, we could work on making training videos for those individuals who could not 
attend the workshops. Further, we could develop a best practices document for 
our libraries, how and when to updates PCs, etc.  

○ In addition, there is a call for more Library generated PR for patrons. It was 
suggested that one could use Canva for tri-folders. Also, for images Pix Base, 
Unsplash, and others were suggested.  

● MAIN Group Purchase 
○ MAIN and a select group of Libraries are going to be beta-testing bluetooth 

barcode scanners and receipt printers. The idea behind is if one is at a large 
library, one could be roaming. In addition, some libraries are looking to remove 
their circ desk. The cost for the both pieces of equipment will by about $700.  
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○ Phillip asked for ideas regarding the expandation of hardware selection. That is, 
was there a need for that? Different options? iPads, Macs, Chromebooks, etc. An 
Apple rep?  

○ Improvements: Jim stated that if the email placing the order is different then the 
directors, the director will be CC’ed on the order. Also, MAIN will announce 
deadline dates for order per month. All the orders from November are done, it is 
only the Envisionware Console updates that are not.  

● Idea Exchange 
○ Topics of conversation: group policies, etc 
○ ReferenceUSA issue: Val had an issue trying to access ReferenceUSA and end 

up on the sales page. On one PC it worked, but on another, it did not. She will 
contact Bill at ReferenceUSA. 

○ There is an issue with RB Digital. MAIN has a ticket in. 
○ G-Suite: Phillip mentioned that the libraries who have mainlib.org will by 

migrating to Gmail with MAIN by the summer.  If other libraries want to migrate, 
they can, but their email with by a subdomain (ex: libraryname@mainlib.org). The 
email names cannot be changed. A library can migrate on their own, Roxbury 
already has. Also, folders will transfer.  

○ Hebah asked if anyone thought it would be useful to install solid state memory on 
the public PCs at her library? How old are they? If they are slow, why? One could 
upgrade the RAM instead. Or just replace the PCs.  

● Old Business 
○ Freegal: Phillip asked if we would be interested in a presentation from Freegal. 

Rob said Randolph is dropping the service. They are paying too much per 
download. Nicholas mentioned that if MAIN was looking to add a music option, 
Hoopla would be a good way to go, since it has more content.  

○ Centralized online credit card payment: Nicholas suggested this as an idea to 
look into. There are other consorsems that have the service. Indeed, it is not 
easy or cheap, but it was an idea. Phillip mentioned it is not in this years budget, 
however, it we wanted to, it could be looked at in 2020. Overall, there is a lot of 
work involved in adding the service and parsing out the fine money at the end of 
the month. However, some MAIN libraries use Square in-house for patrons to 
pay fines.  

● New Business 
○ Girls Who Code 

■ Hebah mentioned that she is planning on doing it at her library on her 
own, since she feels comfortable teaching it 

■ Carmela said Dover has one class running, which is such a success that 
they have a wait list. They did have two classes scheduled, but they do 
not have a teacher for the second class.  

○ Proquest 
■ Mauro requested a trial for his library since it looked like the Proquest 

Local Historical Newspapers had the Daily Record from the early 
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twentieth century to the 1990’s. However, at the time of the trial, they 
were not available. Overall, we are only interested if and when the Daily 
Record becomes apart of the offerings. MAIN use to have it (2015), 
however, it had little to no use for the cost.  

○ EBSCO One Search Widget 
■ The NJ State Library has the widgets for both the JerseyClicks One 

Search and Consumer Reports. A library could contact EBSCO to 
customize, upgrade, add on, with statz for a additional cost.  

○ 2019 Presentation List 
■ Looks good 
■ Someone suggested looking into Library Reads, Libraryaware, Next 

Reads 
● Chester has it 

○ MAIN 2019 Goals 
■ Phillip stated that they are waiting for the Board 

○ The Future 
■ Overall, a positive meeting with a lot of learning opportunities and 

experience, and the goals overlap.  
■ But the meetings should be no more then two hours 
■ Some meeting could be digital focused and some could be tech 
■ New Co-Chair 
■ New Name? 

○ Frequency of Statistical Reports 
■ From MAIN 

● Cloudlibrary: monthly 
○ One place for reports with API integration  

● RBdigital: monthly 
○ Both magazines & comics 

● Tumblebooks: quartley 
● MyHeritage: monthly 
● Gale Small Business: monthly  

○ Next Meeting: March 1st at 9:30am at MCL 
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